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Notices 

Every effort has been made to supply complete and accurate information, 
however the information in this document is subject to change without 
notice. UNIT4 Business Software Limited assumes no responsibility for any 
errors that may occur in the documentation.  

Microsoft ® Excel, Windows ® and Microsoft ® SQL Server ™ are either 
registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United 
States and/or other countries. Crystal Reports is a trademark of Crystal 
Decisions, Inc. All other brand names, product names and company logos 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 

This document contains information that is proprietary to and considered a 
trade secret of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. It is expressly agreed 
that it shall not be reproduced in whole or in part, disclosed, divulged, or 
otherwise made available to any third party either directly or indirectly. 
Reproduction of this documentation for any purposes is prohibited without 
the prior express written authorisation of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. 
All rights reserved. 

UNIT4 Business Software Ltd © 2011. 
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Welcome 
Welcome to ABW Sales Order Processing training. 

This is a training course that covers the functionality of ABW Sales Order 
Processing. The course contains these training sessions as follows (the 
sessions marked * below are optional): 

• Session 1 – An overview of sales order processing 

• Session 2 – Setting up sales order entry 

• Session 3 – Setting up customers 

• Session 4 – Setting up products 

• Session 5 – Raising basic (service) invoices 

• Session 6 – Raising product invoices * 

• Session 7 - Raising sales orders on self service * 

• Session 8 – Raising Free Text Sales Orders * 

• Session 9 – Raising subscriptions * 

• Session 10 – Raising credit notes 

• Session 11 – Managing product pricing * 

• Session 12 – Raising consolidated invoices * 

• Session 13 – Raising sales offers * 

• Session 14 – Amending sales orders  

• Session 15 – Raising back to back purchase orders * 

• Session 16 – Raising Mass Sales Orders * 

• Session 17 – Introduction to Workflow * 

The course is designed for super users and advanced users. Trainees 
should be familiar using a Windows environment and have attended the 
following courses before attending this course: 

• Introduction to ABW 

• ABW Financial Basics 

and optionally: 

• Inventory Management 

• Accounts Receivable. 
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Training basics 

Your trainer will explain: 

• location of facilities including toilets, tea and coffee 

• fire procedures within the building and the marshalling points 

• mobile phones – make sure that they are switched off 

• breaks – there are regular breaks during the course including 
coffee breaks at convenient points throughout the day and a 
lunch break of approximately 1 hour 

• feedback – forms are distributed to provide feedback on the 
course. Please fill them in before you leave. 

 

Introducing the course 

Your trainer will explain the course format and materials: 

• the course is a combination of demonstrations, which you can 
follow on your PC, and exercises to confirm your understanding 
of the topics covered, which unless stated otherwise should 
be completed on ABW client A1 

• teaching aids, such as PowerPoint presentations, are used where 
appropriate to help explain concepts, processes or procedures 

• a number of documents support the course: 

o Sales Order Processing course Delegate’s Workbook to 
guide you through the course (this document) 

o Sales Order Processing course Exercise Workbook 
containing a set of exercises to do as you work through 
the Delegate’s Workbook. 
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Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course are to help you: 

• understand the basic structure of ABW Sales Orders and its 
interaction with other components of Agresso Business World 

• understand the structure of the product file and how to set up 
new products 

• understand the structure of the customer file and how to set up 
new customers 

• understand how to process basic sales invoices 

• understand how to process credit notes against sales orders 
raised 

and optionally: 

• understand how to process sales of stocked products 

• understand how to process consolidated invoices 

• understand how to process subscription or periodic invoices 

• understand the pricing structure and how it applies to products. 

At many stages in the course you are asked to complete exercises to help 
you understand the concepts and tasks described by your trainer. 

Each section has a set of key learning points that you can use to check that 
you have understood how to perform the tasks described in the training. 
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Further courses to attend 

After you have completed this course, you can attend additional courses 
related to other individual ABW modules and tools to support your specific 
business processes. 

The following courses may be of interest: 

• Purchasing 

• Inventory Management 

• Accounts Receivable. 
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Session 1 
An Overview of 
Sales Order Processing 
 

This session provides an overview of sales order processing in ABW and 
shows how these functions are integrated with other ABW modules. 

Sales Orders is a part of the ABW Logistics family and enables you to 
create and maintain sales orders for internal or external customers. The 
module also enables you to manage the dispatch of stocked products or 
non-stocked goods or services to your customers, and to then generate 
sales invoices for the goods / services supplied. 

ABW Sales Orders provides all the functions that you need to manage your 
sales order process including: 

• set up system parameters 

• set up and maintain information about your customers 

• set up and maintain information about the products and / or 
services that you want to sell 

• create and print sales offers to one or more customers 

• create and amend customer sales orders 

• print customer invoices and credit notes, updating the General 
Ledger and Accounts Receivable ledger 

• process subscriptions or periodic invoices 

• print picking lists 

• dispatch goods and print delivery notes 

• enquire and report on sales transactions and statistics. 
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Sales orders is fully integrated with the General Ledger and other modules 
of ABW. The relationships of Sales Orders to other ABW modules is shown 
here: 

Sales Orders
(Logistics)

Inventory
Management
(Logistics)

Accounts
Receivable
(Financials)

Purchasing
(Logistics)

General
Ledger

(Financials)

AGRESSO SYSTEM:
Common Parameters
System Parameters
Reports
Enquiries

OTHER SALES
INVOICING:
Project Cost & Billing
Manual Invoices
Free Text Invoices
External System  

The process flow of information and tasks through the Sales Order module 
is as follows: 
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The numbers within each box indicate the training session that deals with 
that particular process. 

In summary, the sales order process is as follows: 

1. Products that you want to sell are created in the product master file. 
These can be single products or products composed of different 
components – kitted products. 

2. Customers to whom you want to sell your products are created in 
the customer master file. 

3. Fixed registers that are used to help define and control aspects of 
the sales order process are set up. This includes logistics setup for 
tax codes, accounts and transactions, and sales order setup including 
credit terms, order types and delivery terms and methods. 

4. Products that you sell have their pricing fixed using a variety of 
methods. You can apply pricing across several products using 
groups. Pricing can also be set during a sales order. 

5. Sales orders are raised for services, and either products or 
consolidated sales. After a sales order has been raised, goods 
dispatch can be generated and invoices raised. 

6. Credit notes can be generated against sales orders raised. 

7. Sales offers can be raised, if required. 

8. Sales orders can be amended or cancelled, as required. 

9. Back to back purchase orders can be raised, if required. 

10. Enquiries and reports can be run to obtain information on sales 
orders that have been generated at any time. 

Most of the tasks you need to perform in the module are accessed from the 
Sales Orders menu in Smart Client and in the Self Service Client: 
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The Sales Order module fits in with other logistics modules and external 
systems as follows: 

Module Function 

Financials - 
General Ledger 
(GL) and 
Accounts 
Receivable (AR) 

GL and AR are updated automatically when sales 
invoices are produced. 

Sales Orders uses the same customer master file as 
the AR module. 

Financials - 
Accounts 
Receivable (AR) 

AR’s Free-text invoicing - a sub-module that allows a 
simplified version of a sales order and invoice – is 
independent of Sales Orders. 

Logistics -
Inventory 
Management 

Sales Orders can be installed without Inventory 
Management, in which case only non-stocked 
products may be handled. With Inventory 
Management, stocked products can be sold. 

Logistics – 
Purchasing 

Links to the Purchasing module are available for the 
purposes of automatically raising purchase 
requisitions for the replenishment of out-of-stock 
products, for example. 
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Module Function 

Logistics – Utility 
Invoicing 

Subscription processing automatically creates sales 
orders and invoices for regular billings at a standard 
price e.g. rents. 
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Session 2 
Setting Up Sales Order Entry 
 

This session shows you how to set up the ABW Sales Order module ready 
for processing sales orders. 

This session is divided into two demonstrations: 

• confirming the logistics setup 

• confirming the sales order setup. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
logistics and sales order codes are set up for use within the module. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding what logistics fixed registers are required to enable 
the Sales Order module to work. 

Understanding what sales order fixed registers are required to 
enable the Sales Order module to work. 
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Fixed register set up is part of the process flow through the Sales Orders 
module as follows. 
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Confirming the logistics setup 

Before you use the Sales Orders module you must confirm that the 
following logistic items are set up in Agresso Common: 

• Tax codes using the Tax code window – to enable ABW to 
automatically calculate tax and generate tax transactions. For 
logistics, the following two tax codes must exist: 

• output (sales) VAT tax code – Sales Order Processing 

• input (purchases) VAT tax code – Purchase Order Processing. 

• Account rules using the Account rules window – to enable 
stocked products control via inventory management, stock rental 
and works orders. All of these accounts must use the same 
account rule. 

• Chart of accounts 

Reference:  
The set up and 
maintenance of 
these items is 
covered in the 
Introduction to ABW 
Financial Basics 
course. 
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• Transaction numbering – to enable the system to allocate 
transaction numbers when posting to the General Ledger. The 
following numbering must exist: 

 Transaction Series 

 Transaction Types 

 Posting Cycles 

 

Setting up resource roles and authorisation 

You need to set up resources for use in Sales Orders. The set up covers: 

• People (‘resources’) who can requisition, order, or approve 
logistics transactions, along with the purchase and sales roles 
that they are allowed to perform. 

• The amount that each resource can authorise. 

You set up resources via the Role master file and Responsible setup 
windows within System Administration and Agresso Common menus. 

1. Display the Role master file window within System Administration 
in Settings menu: 

 Select Settings menu | System Administration | Users and access 
| Role master file 
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2. Define a role as follows: 

 Select SALESPERSON as the id 

 Select the clients (A3) for which this role will be relevant  

Click the arrow  to enable the client 

Save this Role 

 

 

3. Repeat for the SALESMANAGER Role 

Note – The Members tab defines which users have access to this 
role. 

4. Close window. 
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5. Attach these roles to the predefined responsibilities for Sales 
Orders: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | System Setup | Responsible setup 

 

 Select Sales for Responsible type and press Tab 

6. If not set up: 

 select responsible as Responsibility 

 Select Sales Orders as Module 

 Select SALESMANAGER As Role 

 Repeat the process for responsible2 and SALESPERSON 

7. Save the details. 

8. Close window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 2.1: Setting up roles and authorisation 
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Setting up document numbering 

Document numbering in logistics is equivalent to Transaction numbering in 
Financials. You need to set up the following codes for logistics: 

• number series 

• number types 

• number cycles. 

 

Setting up number series 

1. Display the Number series window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Fixed registers | 
Number series 

 

 

To view existing records press F7 or click the binoculars icon 

You use this window to specify the range of reference numbers for 
use with purchase and sales orders, goods receipt, stock movements 
etc. 

2. If not set up, define a number series as follows: 

 Type SO for the Number series 

 Select Automatic for AssignM 

 Type 31000 for Number from 

 Type 31999 for Number to 

3. Save the details. 

4. Close the window. 

Fields for Number series details 
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Setting up number types 

1. Display the Number types window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Fixed registers | 
Number types 

 

 

To view existing records press F7 or click the binoculars icon 

You use this window to specify the number types. These identify 
classes of transactions and must be linked to number series. 

2. If not set up, define a number type as follows: 

 Type SO for NT 

 Type Sales Orders for the Description 

 Select Sales Orders for the TreatCode 

 Select Sales Orders for the Number series 

 Type N for the Status 

3. Save the details. 

4. Close the window. 

Fields for Number type code and 
description 

Fields for Number type treat code and linked 
number series 
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Setting up number cycles 

1. Display the Number cycles window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Fixed registers | 
Number cycles 

 

 

To view existing records press F7 or click the binoculars icon 

You use this window to specify the periods for use in purchasing and 
sales. 

2. If not set up, define a number type as follows: 

 Select Sales Orders for the Number series 

 Type 0 for the Year 

 Type N for the Status 

3. Save the details. 

4. Close the window. 

 

Number series code Fields for Number cycle details 
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Confirming the sales order setup 

Before you use the Sales Orders module you must confirm that the 
following items are set up: 

• Order types 

• Delivery terms and methods. 

 

Setting up order types 

Sales orders can be treated in different ways and you can specify whether 
steps can be deliberately missed out or performed automatically. 

When you create an order, it is assigned an order type. The treatment code 
of the order type determines how the order is processed after saving. 

You can set up order types using the Order types window. 

1. Display the Order types window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Fixed registers | Order 
types 

 

To view existing records press F7 or click the binoculars icon 
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There are several different treatment codes as follows: 

20 – Standard Sales Order 

Manual picking list (but optional routine) 
Manual order of goods dispatch 
Manual ordering of invoicing 

21 – Direct Picking List / Direct Invoice 

Automatic generation of picking list 
Manual order of goods dispatch 
Automatic generation of invoices 

22 – Invoiceable Sales Orders 

No picking list produced 
Automatic dispatch of goods 
Manual ordering of invoicing 

23 – Direct Invoice 

No picking list 
Automatic dispatch of goods 
Automatic generation of invoicing 

40 – Offers 

Not really a sales order but defined here in any case. One can 
think of an ABW sales offer as a bid. It’s what a company would 
send in response to an enquiry. 

NOTE: Serial or batch numbered products can only be processed via 20 
Standard Sales Order or via 21 Direct Picking List / Direct Invoice order types 
as the serial or batch numbers need to be entered manually when the goods 
are dispatched. 

2. Confirm these are set up and close window. 

 

The system parameter (Sales) of DEF_TREAT_SALE defines the default 
Sales order type when raising a new sales order. 
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Setting up delivery terms 

When you create a sales order, the delivery terms are quoted. These terms 
are associated with the price: for example, a CIF term means that you are 
telling our customer that your price includes the insurance and freight. 

The delivery terms can be printed on the order confirmation (if run) and 
sales invoice. 

Use the system parameter DEF_SO_DELIV_TERM to set the default value 
for delivery terms. If delivery terms are not going to be used e.g. in service 
industries, at least one value needs to be set up here and assigned to the 
default parameter. 

You set up delivery terms using the Terms of delivery window. 

1. Display the Terms of delivery window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Fixed registers | Terms 
of delivery 

 

 

To view existing records press F7 or click the binoculars icon 

2. If not set up, define a delivery term using the following fields: 

 Type FOB for the Attr. value (the delivery term code) 

 Type Free On Board for the Description 

 Type N for the Status 

3. Save the details. 

4. Close the window. 
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Setting up delivery methods 

When you create a sales order, the delivery methods are quoted. These 
advise the customer that the products will be delivered in a particular way, 
for example by rail. 

The delivery method is printed on the order confirmation (if run) and sales 
invoice. 

Use the system parameter DEF_SO_DELIV_MET to set the default value for 
delivery methods. If delivery methods are not going to be used e.g. in 
service industries, at least one value needs to be set up here and assigned 
to the default parameter. 

You set up delivery method using the Modes of delivery window. 

1. Display the Modes of delivery window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Fixed registers | Modes 
of delivery 

 

 

To view existing records press F7 or click the binoculars icon 

2. If not set up, define a delivery mode using the following fields: 

 Type RD for the Attr. value (the delivery mode code) 

 Type Road for the Description 

 Type N for the Status 

3. Save the details. 

4. Close the window. 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 2.2: Setting up delivery terms and methods
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Session 3 
Setting Up Customers 
This section of the training describes how you set up a customer within 
ABW. You cannot sell products until a customer exists. It covers: 

• setting up customer master file parameters  

• setting up and maintaining the customer master file. 

 

NOTE:  

• you must have at least one AR control account with type AR 
defined in your Chart of Accounts in GL 

• where appropriate, you must have set up accounts for settlement 
discount, interest income, reminder fees, amounts recovered by 
debt collection, write-off of debts and exchange gains / losses if 
this functionality is to be used 

• you should consider payment terms and settlement discount 
terms 

• you should consider what customer groups are required 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding the information needed about a customer. 

Understanding the relationships between different system 
information. 
 

 Reference:  
The set up and 
maintenance of the 
Chart of Accounts 
is covered in the 
Introduction to 
ABW Financial 
Basics course. 
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The set up of the customer master file is part of the process flow through 
the Sales Order module as follows: 
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Setting up customer master file parameters 

You set up customer master file parameters using the following functions: 

• credit terms 

• customer groups 

• relations on customers 

• customer ID number ranges 

• payment methods 
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Setting up credit terms 

The due date, early settlement discount date and discount amount are 
calculated with reference to credit terms. Credit terms are held as defaults 
against particular customer groups, customers and invoices. The credit 
terms table is shared with Accounts Payable and other ABW clients. 

Credit terms are set up using the Credit terms window (CR06). 

1. Display the Credit terms window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Receivable | Fixed registers 
| Credit terms 

 

 

 

To view existing records press F9 followed by F7. 

2. Define a credit term using the following fields: 

 Type C4 for the Terms 

 Type ’30 days, 2% disc in 10 days’ for the Description 

 Type DD for the Method. 

 Type 30 for Due Days 1 

 Type 2 for Discount Percent 

 Type 10 for Discount Days 

Credit term 
description fields 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Credit term due 
dates fields 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Credit Term due payment discounts fields 
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 Tab through the remaining fields 

This sets up a credit term called C4 which gives a 2% discount on a 
30 day invoice if the invoice is paid within 10 days. 

3. Save and then close the window. 

 

Setting up customer groups 

Customer groups are used to define common rules about how a customer 
is treated for a range of items such as currency, payment terms, tax 
system, collection rules, reminders and payment plans. These values then 
default through to customers assigned to the group. Some values can be 
fixed at customer group level. 

Each customer is connected to one group only, but there is no limit to the 
number of customer groups you can set up. Each group can contain one or 
many customers. 

All customers in the same customer group share the same account for each 
of the following: 

• accounts receivable and advance payments 

• discounts 

• interest and reminder fees 

• balance account collection 

• loss on receivables 

NOTE: Note the following when you set up a customer group: 

• the Fixed Y/N check boxes specify whether the currency code, 
payment terms and tax system are fixed or defaulted 

• the collection code defines the rules for interest debiting, reminders 
and payment plans 

• the open items check box indicates whether you can match 
payments with open items 

• the credit limit figure entered prevents you from posting invoices 
that will result in a balance of open items exceeding the credit limit 
(you also need to activate the CHK_CREDIT_LIMIT system 
parameter) 

• a payment plan template can be selected for the customer group to 
define how customers attached to this group should pay their 
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invoices – you can still override this at individual customer and 
invoice level. 

Customer groups are set up using the Customer groups window (CU01). 

1. Display the Customer groups window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Receivable | Fixed registers 
| Customer groups 

 

 

There are three tabs in the Customer groups window: 

• Group – used to define the customer group and define the 
treatment details 

• Accounts – used to define the accounts for posting the various 
items listed for the group. The account and advance payment 
accounts must be specified. If no other accounts are defined 
postings go to the account set in ERROR_ACCNT (common 
parameter). 

• Exch. acc. – used to define the accounts used for recording 
exchange gains or losses. Gains and losses are based on the 
difference between exchange rates when an invoice was posted 
and when it was paid. 

2. Create a new customer group as follows: 

 Type 1 for the Customer grp and press Tab 

 Type a description for the group e.g. Other Debtors 

Customer group tabs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Treatment 
details for 
the selected 
customer 
group 
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3. Set the customer group details as follows: 

 Select C4 for the Payment terms 

 Select Sterling Pound (GBP) for the currency 

 Select Standard Collections for the Collection code 

4. Display the Accounts tab and set the following: 

 Select 9100 for Account 

 Select 9100 for Advance paym 

5. Save and close the window. 
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Setting up relations on customers 

Relations on customers are used to set links to additional information about 
customers, and also to group customers into reporting structures. 

For example, to report on all customers within a particular market sector: 

• set up an attribute for Customer Sector (CUSTSECT) and each sector 
as an attribute value  

• EDU – Educational Institutions 

• GOV – Governmental Institutions 

• CHA – Charities & Non-Profit Organisations 

• PRV – Private Companies 

• using the Relations on customer window (GL06), add the Customer 
Sector attribute as a reporting relation of Customer ID. 

The effect of this is that each time a new customer is created, its 
appropriate customer sector can be recorded. 

1. Display the Relations on customer window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Receivable | Fixed registers 
| Relations on customer 

 

 

2. Press F7 (or click the Binoculars icon) to display any existing 
relations. Check that a relation for Customer Group exists and then 
create a relation for Customer Sector. 

3. Close the window. 

Relation description fields 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relation settings fields 
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Setting up customer ID Ranges 

All customers are identified in ABW with a unique Customer ID. This may 
be assigned manually to each customer record when it is set up, or it may 
be automatically assigned sequentially from a ‘pool’ of 
pre-defined ranges.  

For example, if you have fewer than 1000 customers, you can set a range 
of 100 – 999 so all customer ID are 3 digits long to help sorting. 

Alternatively you could have a customer range that is alphanumeric based 
on a relation set up on the customer master file, such as Customer Sector, 
for example EDU-100. More than one range can be set up; the range can 
be selected and allocated to the customer when the customer file is 
complete and saved. 

The customer ID number range is set up using Auto-numbering. 

1. Display the Auto-numbering window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | System setup | Auto-numbering  

 

 

 

 

 

2. Set up the above C1 number range and Save. 

3. Close the window. 

 

Type range: 
Relation 
Separator 
Counter 
Fixed value 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ID & 
description of 
range, Active 
Or Closed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If using a 
Relation, on 
which 
element 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Counter Numbers 
      From-To 
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Setting payment methods 

Payment methods are used to define how payments by customers are 
treated. 

Customers are normally linked to a standard payment method, which you 
can override at the invoice level, if required. Payment method enables ABW 
to identify those invoices due for payment under Direct Debit agreements. 

A set of payment methods is pre-defined for each system setup code and is 
shared with accounts payable. 

Payment methods are viewed using the Payment methods window (AG03). 

1. Display the Payment methods window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Receivable | Fixed registers 
| Payment methods 

 

 

2. Press F7 (or click the Binoculars icon) to display the existing 
payment methods. 

3. Close the window. 

 

Rows for the entry of different payment methods 
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 Setting up and maintaining the customer master file 

The customer master file contains information about a customer that is 
used when the customer is billed, when payments are received and when 
you have communication with them. 

The information within the customer master file is accessed from one 
window that has five or more tabs: 

• Customer – to view, set up, and maintain the details of customers 

• Address – to view, set up, and maintain the details of addresses for 
customers 

• Invoice – to view, set up, and maintain the invoice rules and 
payment terms for customers 

• Payment – to view, set up, and maintain the details of payment 
methods, collection codes and customer bank details 

• Relation - to view, set up, and maintain the relations to customers 

• Additional Flexi-field tabs may also be viewable where they have 
been created 

The customer register (all customers and customer information) can be 
shared between different companies using ABW. 

In addition to the registered customer master file information an ‘Action 
Overview’ is also visible from this window.  

Links to other screens, master files and enquiries can also be added to the 
customer master file. 
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The customer master file is set up using the Customer window (CU02). 

1. Display the Customer window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Receivable | Customer 
master file | Customer 

 

 

Setting up a customer 

1. Enter new customer details from the Customer window (CU02) as 
follows: 

 Tab off the <NEW> into the Customer ID field name 

 Type British Airways for the CustomerID field name 

 Select Other Debtors (1) from the customer group drop-down list. 

 Type Airways for the Short name 

 Type BA567 for the external Ref 

Customer master file tabs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Details for the 
selected tab 
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2. Click on the Address tab to enter address details: 

 

You can specify different addresses for one customer. For example 
you can have one address to be used on invoices, but a different 
address for reminders. When you first create an address the Address 
window is displayed for you to enter details. 

3. Add a general address for the customer.   Note – each customer 
must have at least 1 general address: 

 

 Type Waterside, PO Box 365 Harmondsworth , UB7 0GB for the address.   
Note – use Ctrl & Enter keys to create a new line in the address field. 

 Press F11 (or use the Keep icon) to save the address and return to the 
Address tab 
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4. Click on the Invoice tab to enter the invoice rules that will apply to 
the customer: 

 

5. The following invoice rules are automatically populated with default 
values, the first two from the customer group: 

 Payment terms 

 Currency 

   Language 

If the new customer is also a supplier you can enter the ABW 
supplier number in the SupplierID field. This links the customer 
record with the supplier record and allows invoices to be netted off 
between the AR and AP ledgers. 

If you want to enter additional information about a customer, for 
example, log details about contracts, new orders etc. you can use 
the Draft facility. Select the Tools menu and then the Draft option to 
display the Customer (Draft) window in which you enter one or more 
lines of text.    

NOTE: If using auto-numbering for customer reference, first save the 
customer record before adding additional information in this Draft 
window.   
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6. Click on the Payment tab to enter payment information: 

 

The Collection Code will be completed from the Customer Group and 
can be changed as required. 

7. Click on the Relations tab to enter relation information: 

 

Type PRV for Rel.value for Customer Sector 

8. Save the new customer. The system will then assign the next 
number from the Customer ID range. If more than one range exists 
the user will be prompted to select which range to use. 
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Setting up sundry customers 

Sundry customers can be set up to manage irregular customers with whom 
you deal on a one-off basis or infrequently. These customers do not have 
their details recorded in the customer master file. Instead you create a 
‘dummy’ (sundry) customer. When you use this sundry customer during 
invoice posting you are prompted to enter the minimum name and address 
information. 

Sundry customers are typically set up using the last number of the 
CustomerID range. 

By using sundry customers you can reduce the numbers of customer 
records in the customer master file, many of which would be simply one-off 
entries, never used again. 

1. Display the Customer window (CU02): 

 Add Customer 1999, Sundry Customer and Tab 

 Select an appropriate Customer Group, Short name and Ext ref 

 Open Address window and Keep (F11) 

When you enter transactions using the sundry customer number, a 
popup window is displayed for you to enter the appropriate company 
name, address, account and VAT registration number. 

 Click Invoice tab 

 

The Sundry check box needs to be selected for a sundry customer. 

You can also use the normal follow up facilities and make enquiries. 

Sundry tick 
box 

Note:  
CustomerID number 
range needs to be 
set up in Auto-
numbering to allow 
manual allocation of 
a customer ID. 
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2. Save and Close window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 3.1: Creating new customers 

Exercise 3.2: Amending customer details 
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Session 4 
Setting Up Products 
 

This session shows you how to set up products using the ABW Logistics 
functions of ABW. 

This session is divided into four demonstrations: 

• what are products? 

• setting up a product base unit 

• setting up product groups 

• setting up a product. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
products are created and amended using ABW. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding the structure of the Product Master File. 

Understanding the information recorded for a product. 

Understanding the links and relationships between different 
product information. 
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The set up of the product master file is part of the process flow through the 
Sales Order module as follows: 
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What are products? 

Products are items that you sell. 

In ABW you need to define these products before you can sell them. This 
definition specifies the product’s attributes including: 

• its standard unit (for example grams) 

• whether the product is stocked (it is held in stock in this unit) 

• the group to which the product belongs 

• the product details. 

You can buy and sell the product in its standard unit or, optionally, in order 
units (for example, kilograms) that are related to this standard unit. 

This applies whether the product is classed as a stocked good, a non-
stocked good, or a service. 
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Setting up a product base unit 

You set up your product base units using the Units window. These units can 
be used for more than one product. 

1. Display the Units window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Fixed registers | Units 

 To view existing records press F7 or click the binoculars icon 

 

 

You must always set up a base unit coded ‘UN’. If you don’t, the 
internal system unit coded ‘UN’ may cause unit description problems. 

2. Define a unit using the fields: 

 Type HR for the Unit 

 Type Hours for the description 

  

3. Save the units, and then close the window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.1: Creating a new unit 

 

List of existing units 

 

 

Base unit for larger units 
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Setting up product groups 

Every product that you set up in the Product master file must be linked to a 
product group. 

The product group provides two functions: 

• defines the default GL analysis for the Group and thus any 
individual products linked to the group 

• groups together products that share similar characteristics or 
purposes, which can then be enquired on, per group. 

The set up on the Product group will be defaulted to the Products belonging 
to that group. 

1. Display the Product groups window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Fixed registers | 
Product groups 

 

 

 

This product group will enable a product to be purchased, stocked 
and sold. The absolute minimum required for a simple product to be 
sold are the Sales, Discount and Tax code (sales) fields.  

 

Tabs for product 
group information 

Fields within tab for entering 
product group information 
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2. Set up a product group using the fields: 

 Type SOFT for product group name 

 Type Software for the product group description 

 Select 1017 for the Sale account 

 Select SS for the VAT sales Tax code 

 Select 8050 for the Discount account 

 Select 9200 for the Inventory account 

 Select PS for the VAT purchase Tax code 

 Select 3000 for the Costs account 

 Select 9420 for the Preliminary supplementary debt account 

3. Save the details, and then close the window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.2: Creating a new product group 
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Setting up a product 

The product master file contains information about a product. This is used 
in all Logistics modules, and when products are processed with other ABW 
modules. 

Products are set up and amended using the Products window (LG02). The 
window has five tabs: 

• Product – to view, set up, and maintain the details of products 

• Price – to view, set up, and maintain cost price and mark up 
information for products 

• Stock – to view, set up, and maintain additional information for 
stocked products 

• Relation – to view, set up, and maintain the relations to products 

• Info – to view, set up, and maintain further user-defined 
information. 

This training only covers the first three tabs: Product, Price and Stock. 

1. Display the Products window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Product master file | 
Products 

 

  

Tabs for product information 

Fields 
within 
tab for 
entering 
product 
informat
ion 
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2. Enter new product details from the Products window (LG02) as 
follows: 

 Type WEBTOOL for the name of the product 

 Type SuperTool for Internet as the description 

 Select SOFT for the Product group 

 Select UN for the Unit 

 Select the Unique Y/N check box 

 Select the Purchase check box 

 Select the Sale check box 

 Type 5 for the Order point 

 Type 10 for the Order qty 

 Type 25 for the Max level 

 Select 5001 for the SuppID 

 Type PG1 for the Price group 

3. Click on the Price tab and set up the price details using the fields: 

 Type 105 for the Purchase price 

 Type 95 for the Standard cost 

 Type 139 for the Sales price 

4. Click on the Stock tab and set up the stock details using the fields: 

 Select the Stocked check box 

 Select SS for the Warehouse 

 Select TO for the Location  

1. Save the details, and then close the window. 

2. Add 25 units into stock as follows: 

• Under Agresso Common | System setup | Responsible setup, 
add a new General type entry of responsible for Inventory 
Management module and role AGSYSTEM. 
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• Under Agresso Logistics | Inventory Management | Fixed registers 
| Product group, edit SOFT by adding in following on the Accounts 
tab; Production = 1015, Waste = 7600. 

 
• Under Agresso Logistics | Inventory Management | Internal stock 

| Internal stock entry, add 25 units of stock for WEBTOOL. Add a 
valid cost centre, if requested) 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 4.3: Adding a new product 
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Session 5 
Raising Basic Service Invoices 
 

This session shows you how to raise invoices for services. These invoices 
are known as non-stock invoices. 

This session is divided into two demonstrations: 

• entering a sales order 

• raising an invoice. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how to 
raise a service invoice. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding the sales process for services (non-stocked items). 

Understanding the process of generating sales invoices. 
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Raising basic service invoices is part of the process flow through the Sales 
Orders module as follows. 
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The flow for creating services invoices through the module is as follows: 
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Entering a sales order 

You enter a sales order for a service using the Sales orders window. 

Products are classed as non-stocked when the stocked item check box in 
the Stock tab of the Products window is not ticked. 

NOTE:  

• the use of number cycles in the sales order process 

• different groups of users can use different order types (credit 
orders etc.) 

The Sales order window has seven tabs that you use to enter order details: 

• Order – to view, set up, and maintain the details of an order 

• Invoice – to set up details of invoicing for the order 

• Delivery – to set up delivery methods, warehousing and 
addresses 

• Details – to specify the items ordered 

• Setup – to specify text to appear on the printed order 

• Info - to view summary details of the order 

• Notes - to view and add notes about the order. 
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1. Display the Sales order window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | 
Entry/Amendment of sales order 

 

 

2. Enter a new order using the fields: 

 Type 1000 for the CustID. Note that a credit check is performed 
using parameter SO_CREDIT_CHK (Customer master File, 
Invoice, Credit limit) where 2 = user notification when credit limit 
exceeded and 3 = user notification and saving order not possible. 

 Select TRAIN1 for the Responsible person 

 Select TRAIN1 for the Salesman 

NOTE: These will be completed automatically if the user ResID 
is linked to a sales role. 

 Select Invoiceable 22 for the Treatment (Treat code 22) 

NOTE: A value will default from the system parameter 
DEF_TREAT_SALE 

 Select HTC (Teaching Centre) for the Costc 

 Confirm or change the delivery date displayed for the Date field 
(bottom right of screen), the choices are: 

 Date, e.g. 25/10/2007 
Week, e.g. 200743 

Sales order tabs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Details for the 
selected tab 
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Month, e.g. 200710 
free text, e.g. ASAP. 

3. Click on the Invoice tab to display the invoice details for the sales 
order. The details here are completed automatically from the 
customer information but can be changed as required. 

4. Click on the Delivery tab to display the delivery details for the 
sales order. The details here are completed automatically from 
the customer information but can be changed as required. 

5. Click on the Details tab to enter the product details for the sales 
order: 

 Type COURSE1 in Product 

 Type Sales Order Training for the Description 

 Type 5 for the Number 

 Type 100 for the Unit price 

6. Now Complete the GL analysis for the sales order: 

The hierarchy of the GL Analysis is: 

1. Account rules - fixed (default/value matrix) values. 

2. Order header (see SO_ATT_ID_1 to SO_ATT_ID_7 parameters). 
For LG04 batch input, these parameter positions (example: 
SO_ATT_ID_1) must match the attribute positions (example: 
COSTC=C1 in Cat1). 

3. Product relations (if LG_ART_REL parameter active). 

4. Product group (for the tax code). 

5. Account rules - un-fixed (default/value matrix) values. 

6. Customer relations (if LG_APAR_REL parameter active). 

It is important to note that if a value matrix is used to give 
default values in this window, and you make changes to those 
values, any later change to the sales order will reset the analysis 
back to the original value matrix values – so you must re-do the 
change. You should only use fixed value matrix values in the 
account rule. 

 Double click on the row 

 Click on the Analysis tab 
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 Complete the details as appropriate 

7. Click on the Spec. zoom tab. This tab enables you to add extra 
description lines for a product. This is an alternative way of 
entering/editing the same text as you can enter in the Details tab 
using the Tools | Edit | Text option. 

 Press Keep (F11) 

 Close the window 

8. Click on the Setup tab to enter text that appears on the sales 
order: 

  

 Select the header text to appear on the sales order 

 Select the footer text to appear on the sales order 

 This text can be saved for further use by entering a name in and 
using Tools | Edit | Save text templates 

9. Save the sales order. 
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Copy an Existing Sales Order 

You can speed up the process of creating a sales order by copying the 
details from an existing order as follows: 

1. Display the Sales order window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | 
Entry/Amendment of sales order 

 

2. Enter a new order using the fields: 

 Type 1000 for the CustID.  

 Select TRAIN1 for the Responsible person 

 Select TRAIN1 for the Salesman 

NOTE: These will be completed automatically if the user ResID is 
linked to a sales role. 

 Select Invoiceable 22 for the Treatment (Treat code 22) 

3. Select Tools | Copy 

4. Select Document type = Sales orders and the order number you 
want to copy in Document number. 

 Click OK 
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4. You will see that the detail lines have been copied from your source 
sales order.   Complete the order as required and save. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 5.1: Creating a service sales order 
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Raising an invoice 

Once you have created your service sales order you need to raise an 
invoice. 

To raise the invoice use the Invoicing SO13 process. Optionally you can 
produce a Copy invoice (SO07), and Trial invoice (SO09). 

When you produce an invoice using SO13 General Ledger accounts 
transactions are generated, using account codes and values taken from 
each sales order line. The Accounts Receivable ledger is also updated with 
the invoice total. Therefore SO13 can only be run once for each order. 

You can produce the invoices as a batch or singly (using the Tools/Printout 
menu option). 

The flow for raising an invoice through ABW is as follows: 
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Producing a trial invoice 

You use the Trial invoice window to produce a trial invoice. The process 
does NOT update the General Ledger. This process can only be run prior to 
SO13 invoicing. 

1. Display the SO09 Trial invoice window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Invoicing | Trial invoice 

 

A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the invoice. 

2. Enter the parameters. 

NOTE: The parameters can be saved as a variant to make the process 
simpler. 

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

4. Close the window. 
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Producing an invoice  

You use the SO13 Invoicing window to produce an invoice and update the 
General Ledger and Accounts Receivable ledger. This process can only be 
run once for each order line as the process updates the status and values 
of the order. 

1. Display the SO13 Invoicing window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Invoicing | Invoicing 

 

A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the invoice 
to process. 

2. Enter the parameters. 

NOTE: The parameters can be saved as a variant to make the process 
simpler. 

 Enter 1000 in Customer ID From 

 Enter 1000 in Customer ID to 

 Select Sales Invoicing (Orders) for TT Invoice Number  

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

4. Display the Maintenance of ordered reports (CR16) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Maintenance of ordered reports 
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NOTE:  

• Our ref – this is the Responsible field on the sales order 

• Your ref – this is the External ref field on the sales order 

• Your order – this is the Accountable field on the sales order 
(defaults from the contact person from the Customer Address 
tab. 

5. Confirm the invoice has been processed: 

• display the sales order via a sales order details enquiry 

• display the transaction via a General Ledger enquiry 

• display the order and invoice details via an Accounts Receivable 
enquiry. 
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Producing a copy of an invoice 

You use the SO07 Copy invoice window to produce a copy of an invoice 
that has been processed. Copy text appears on this invoice. This process 
can be run as often as required. 

1. Display the SO07 Copy invoice window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Invoicing | Copy 
invoice 

 

 A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the 
invoice required. 

2. Enter the parameters. 

NOTE: The parameters can be saved as a variant to make the process 
simpler. 

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 5.2: Processing a sales order invoice 

Exercise 5.3: Printing a copy sales order invoice 
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Session 6 
Raising Product Invoices 
 

This session shows you how to process orders for products and then raise 
invoices. 

This session is divided into three demonstrations: 

• raising a sales order for stocked product 

• dispatching goods 

• producing an invoice. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
sales orders for product are processed. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding the sales process for products. 

Understanding the process of goods dispatch. 

Understanding the process of generating sales invoices. 
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Raising product invoices is part of the process flow through the Sales 
Orders module as follows. 
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Raising a sales order for stocked product 

The process of raising a sales order for stocked product in the Sales Order 
module is as follows: 

 

 

You raise a sales order using the Sales orders window. This window has 
seven tabs that you use to enter order details. The details of these tabs 
were explained in Session 5. 
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1. Display the Sales order window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | 
Entry/Amendment of sales order 

 

 

2. Enter a new order using the fields: 

 Type 1000 for the CustID 

 Select TRAIN1 for the Responsible person 

 Select TRAIN1 for the Salesman 

NOTE: These will be completed automatically if the user ResID is 
linked to a sales role. 

 Select Order Pick Ship Invoice for the Treatment 20 (Treat code 
20) 

 Select HTC for the Costc 

 Confirm or change the delivery date displayed for the Date field, 
the choices are: 
 
Date e.g. 25/10/07 

 Week, e.g. 200542 
Month, e.g. 200510 
Free text, e.g. ASAP. 

Sales order tabs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Details for the 
selected tab 
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3. Click on the Invoice tab to display the invoice details for the sales 
order. The details here are completed automatically from the 
customer information but can be changed as required. 

4. Click on the Details tab to enter the product details for the sales 
order: 

 Type WEBTOOL in Product 

 Type 5 for the Number  

5. Click on the Setup tab to enter text that appears on the sales 
order: 

 Select the header text to appear on the sales order 

 Select the footer text to appear on the sales order 

6. Click on the Info tab to view additional information for the sales 
order. 

7. Click on the Detail tab and double click on a row to open the 
Zoom screen. Click on the Analysis tab to enter the GL Analysis. 

8. Click on the Delivery zoom tab. This tab shows where the stock 
for the order is drawn from, how many items are subject to a 
back-to-back order (BB Order), and the number of items 
reserved for picking (Reserved stock). 

9. Click on the Spec. zoom tab. This tab enables you to add extra 
description lines for a product. This is an alternative way of 
entering/editing the same text as you can enter in the Details tab 
using the Tools | Edit | Text option. 

10. Click on the Info zoom tab. This tab shows details about each 
product detail line for information purposes. 

11. Keep the changes, then close the Zoom window.  The sales order 
is complete. 

12. Save the sales order. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 6.1: Creating a sales order for stocked product 
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Dispatching goods 

You can print sales order picking lists, if required, and register the dispatch 
of ordered goods. A dispatch transaction number is generated. Sales orders 
having order types with Treat code 20 and 21 must be dispatched using 
the Goods dispatch window. For other order types (Treat code 22 and 23), 
this window is unnecessary as goods are dispatched automatically as soon 
as the sales order is saved. 

Order dispatch must occur, either manually or automatically, to provide 
data for the invoice processing to function. Only dispatched goods will be 
invoiced. Returned goods are also processed through this window in order 
to generate a sales credit note for the customer. Dispatch notes may, 
optionally, be printed. Stock delivery enquiry is available and an 
outstanding picking list report may be run to list orders that have not yet 
been dispatched. 

To dispatch goods you can: 

• produce a picking list report 

• register goods dispatched to customers 

• produce a dispatch note. 

 

Producing a picking list report 

You produce a picking list report using the SO03 Picking list window. 

Picking lists can be manually printed or automatically printed for sales 
orders with treatment code 21. When a picking list is run, available stock is 
classified as Reserved and removed from Available in the stock balance. 
The picking list process will reserve stock up to the quantity ordered, the 
exact quantity reserved being dependent on how much stock is currently 
available. The reserved quantity is printed on the picking list. If no stock is 
available, the order line is not printed on the picking list. When new goods 
are later entered into stock, a new picking list showing the stocked 
products may be ordered. Non-stocked products are printed separately 
from stocked products. 
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1. Display the SO03 Picking list window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Good dispatches | 
Picking list 

 

 A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the 
incomplete orders. 

2. Enter the parameters to select your order for 5 Webtools. 

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

4. Display the report. 

5. Check that a reservation has been performed using the Stock 
reservation window. 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | sales 
order follow up | Stock reservation 

 

A stocked product can be registered in ABW as stored in a number of 
locations. ABW decides which stock to reserve in this order: 

• if warehouse / location / batch values were entered on the order 
line, stock is reserved in this specific combination 

• if only the warehouse was entered on the order line, stock in all 
this warehouse’s locations are checked for availability 
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• if no warehouse was entered on the order line, the default 
warehouse on the product is used first or, if no default is 
specified, all warehouse / location combinations are checked for 
availability. 

Registering goods dispatched to customers  

You can register goods dispatched to customers using the Goods delivery 
window. Only orders with treatment code 20 (Standard sales order) or 21 
(Direct picking list / direct invoice) are normally dispatched using this 
window - other order types generate an automatic dispatch as soon as an 
approved order is saved. However, you can use this window for all types of 
orders when returning goods to stock and creating sales credit notes. 

1. Display the Goods dispatched entry window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Good dispatches | 
Goods dispatched entry 

 Select the appropriate Goods dispatched entry screen 

 

2. Enter a goods dispatch for the order you have created. 

 Type an order number in the OrderNo field 

 Click on binoculars to select the order lines 

 Accept the default number of items picked in the Delivery field or 
amend as required 

3. Perform an enquiry on the current stock levels for the products 
being dispatched: 

 Select Tools | Stock 

You can split one line into two lines. This allows the delivery to be 
registered against different warehouses / locations / batches. 

To do this: 

• select the line to be split 

• select Tools | Split line. 
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You can repeat this process several times if a product is taken from 
several sources. 

4. Save and a Dispatch number is generated. 

5. Check the General ledger for the details of the dispatch. 

For stocked products, a dispatch generates an accounting transaction that 
charges cost of goods sold and credits stock. This is automatically 
calculated and posted by the ABW Logistics Stock Processing Server 
(ALGSPS). These transactions are posted to the accounts defined in the 
product groups of each product listed on the order. The product cost 
transactions will use the same GL Analysis as the sales account transaction, 
so the account rules for these two accounts must be compatible. The 
product cost is calculated automatically according to which stock value 
calculation method is used (FIFO, LIFO, etc.), and the source of the stock if 
pricing per category value is applied (as set in the Warehouse definition 
(ST01) window). 
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Producing a dispatch note 

You can print a dispatch note to inform the customer what goods he is 
receiving using the Dispatch note window. A dispatch note is automatically 
ordered when a you save a goods dispatched entry for orders whose type 
has a treatment code of 21. The report does not update any values and can 
be run more than once for a dispatch. 

You can also run a dispatch note from the Goods dispatch entry using the 
Tools | Dispatch note option. 

1. Display the Dispatch note window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Good dispatches | 
Dispatch note 

 

A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the dispatch. 
Note that you must use the order number range instead of dispatch 
number range for order types with a treatment code of 22 or 23. 

2. Enter the parameters. 

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

4. Display the report. 
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Producing an invoice 

You use the SO13 Invoicing window to produce an invoice and update the 
General Ledger and Accounts Receivable ledger. 

Where an order has an order type of treatment code 21, ABW 
automatically starts the sales invoicing process after a dispatch transaction 
has been saved. 

Because the invoicing process is automatic there is no provision for 
manually controlling the parameters being applied. So, the ''TT invoice 
number' parameter, which determines the transaction type of the 
generated sales invoice, is set in these cases by the value of the system 
parameter VT_DIRECT_INVOICE, which must be set to the relevant 
transaction type ID (e.g. SI or SP). 

1. Display the SO13 Invoicing window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Invoicing | Invoicing 

 

A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the invoice 
to process. Note the following report parameters: 

• Dispatch number from / to 

• Dispatch date from / to 

• Attribute, Relation, Relational value. 

2. Enter the parameters. 

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 6.2: Dispatching goods 
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Session 7 
Raising a Self Service Sales Order 
 

This session shows you how to raise invoices in Self Service. There are 2 
entry screens to choose from, a simple one page entry screen, and a more 
advanced entry screen with multiple tabs.  It should be remembered 
however that these standard screens can be modified, for example hiding 
unused fields, making fields mandatory or defaulting in a value into a field.  
Users are giving access to these modified screens via their role. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how to 
raise an invoice on Self Service. 

 

Key learning point 

Understanding the process of generating sales invoices on Self 
Service. 
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1. Log into the Self Service client: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Display the Sales order window:  

 Select Customers and Sales | Sales Orders | Sales Orders 

 

3. Notice how the mandatory fields are marked with a red asterisk. 
Enter a new order using the fields: 

 Type 1000 for the CustID. Note that a credit check is performed 
using parameter SO_CREDIT_CHK (Customer master File, 
Invoice, Credit limit) where 2 = user notification when credit limit 
exceeded and 3 = user notification and saving order not possible. 
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 Select Invoiceable 22 for the Order Type (Treat code 22) 

NOTE: A value will default from the system parameter 
DEF_TREAT_SALE 

 Select TRAIN1 for the Responsible person 

 Select TRAIN1 for the Salesman 

 These will be completed automatically if the user ResID is linked 
to a sales role. 

 Select HTC (Teaching Centre) for the Costc 

 Confirm or change the delivery date displayed for the Date field 
(bottom right of screen) 

4. Click on the Order Lines frame to enter the product details for the 
sales order: 

5. Take note of the search capabilities on self service.  So for 
example if you need to search for the product code, you can type 
in part of the product name, with out the need to use wildcards. 
In the example show below, typing ‘cour’ will return course1. The 
search engine will search each one of the columns, so not only 
product code but product description, product group etc. 

 

 Type COURSE1 in Product 

 Type Sales Order Training for the Description 
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 Type 5 for the Number 

 Type 100 for the Unit price 

6. Now select the GL analysis for the sales order 

 

7. Click on the Delivery  tab to view delivery information for the sales order 
: 

 

8. Click the save icon on the toolbar to accept and save the order. A 
message will be displayed advising you of the saved order 
number  
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Session 8 
Raising Free Text Sales Order 
 

This session shows you how to raise a Free Text Sales Order 

This session is divided into four demonstrations: 

• What is a Free Text Sales Order? 

• Setting fixed registers  

• Entering Free Text Orders 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of what 
Free Text Sales Orders are and how to produce them. 

 

Key learning point 

Understanding and using Free Text Orders 
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What is a Free Text Order? 

Free text order invoices are entered like any other sales invoice except it 
does not require the entry of a product code.  The system will use a 
‘dummy’ product code and makes data input very simple for the end user. 

Setting up fixed registers for Free Text Order 

In order to enter Free Text Orders you need to set up several fixed 
registers in ABW: 

• Create a ‘dummy’ Product Group and Product Code. 

• system parameter 
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Dummy Product Group  

1. Display the Product groups window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Fixed registers | 
Product groups 

2. Set up a product group using the fields: 

 Type DUMMY for product group name 

 Type ‘Dummy’ as product group description  

 Select 1017 for the Sale account 

 Select SS for the VAT sales Tax code 

 Select 8050 for the Discount account 

 Select 9200 for the Inventory account 

 Select PS for the VAT purchase Tax code 

 Select 3000 for the Costs account 

 Select 9420 for the Preliminary supplementary debt account 

  

3. Save the details and then close the window 
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Dummy Product Code  

1. Display the Products window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Product master file | 
Products 

 

2. Enter new product details from the Products window (LG02) as 
follows: 

 Type DUMMY for the name of the product 

 Type ‘Enter description here’ as the description 

 Select DUMMY for the Product group 

 Select UN for the Unit 

 Select the Unique Y/N check box 

 Select the Sale check box 

3. Save 
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Setting up system parameters 

• Set SO_DEF_ARICLE as ‘DUMMY’ and select on.  

 

Entering a Free Text Invoice 

1. Display the Free Text Order window: 

Smart Client :  

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | 
Entry/Amendment of free-text order 

Or  

Self Service :   

 Select Customers and sales | Sales orders | Free-text order 

2. Enter a Sales Invoice: 

 Type 1000 for the CustID. 

 Select Invoiceable 22 for the Order Type (Treat code 22) 

 Select TRAIN1 for the Responsible person 

 Select TRAIN1 for the Salesman 

 Select HTC (Teaching Centre) for the Costc 

 Add a Product line 

NOTE: There is no need to select a product code.  The user however must enter the 
description of the order in the description field. 
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3. Confirm the default Account and tax code analysis 
4. Save 
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Session 9 
Raising Subscriptions 
 

This session shows you how to raise subscription invoices. This session is 
divided into these demonstrations: 

• what is a subscription ? 

• setting up fixed registers for subscriptions 

• entering subscriptions 

• processing subscriptions 

• performing enquiries on subscriptions. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
subscriptions are set up, entered, and processed in ABW. 

Key learning points 

Understanding what is a subscription. 

Understanding the fixed registers that must be set up before you 
can enter subscriptions in ABW. 

Understanding the process to enter and process a subscription. 
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Raising subscriptions is part of the process flow through the Sales Orders 
module as follows. 
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What is a subscription ? 

Subscriptions in ABW terms are regular invoices which are raised in large 
quantities at specific intervals, for example rents of property or refuse bins, 
and subscriptions to health clubs. 

Subscription processing enables the recording of information about:- 

• Customers 

• Products 

• Prices 

• Payment methods e.g. Direct Debit, payment plans 

• Frequency 

• Date of invoicing 

• Partial period invoices e.g. at the start and end of the rental 
agreement 
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Setting up a fixed registers for subscriptions 

You need to set up several fixed registers in ABW before you can generate 
a subscription, including: 

• system parameters 

• frequency codes 

• number series, types, and posting cycles 

• accounts and account rules 

• product groups and products. 

 

Setting up system parameters 

There two system parameters that you may need to set up for 
subscriptions: 

• UI_FREE_ARTICLE – the product code for the product that is to 
be used as credit details (the exception amount) for subscriptions 
that have exceeded the amount limit for what can be invoiced.  

If this parameter is defined, the original subscription amount will 
be entered with the amount before the exception, whilst the 
exception amount will be added as a separate line with the 
product code and description from the product stated in this 
system parameter. If the system parameter is not defined, the 
subscription detail will be entered with net value, i.e. 0.0 if the 
amount limit is exceeded. 

• UI_PARK_STATUS - the parked status for subscriptions, where 
the limit for invoicing has been reached.  

When processing a subscription, its lines automatically get this status when 
the invoicing limit is reached (parked or closed). It can, for example, be 
used for repayments. 

You set up these system parameters using the System parameters – 
subscriptions window. 
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1. Display the System parameters – subscription window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Subscriptions | Fixed 
registers | System parameters - Subscription 

 

2. Display the system parameters: 

 Type UI* in the search field 

 Press F7 

 

3. Close the window. 
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Setting up frequency codes 

You may need to set frequency codes to bill on specific dates or on specific 
days and months of the year. 

You set up frequency codes for subscriptions using the Frequency codes 
window. 

1. Display the Frequency codes window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Subscriptions | Fixed 
registers | Frequency codes 

 

2. Define a code for Monthly subscriptions: 

 Type MON for Frequency code 

 Type Monthly for Description 

 Select Months for Type 

 Type 1 for Frequency ( once each month) 

 Type 12 for No of periods (subscription for 1 year) 

 Type N for Status 

 Press Save 
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 Some Rents fall due on Quarter days which do not fall in equal time 
instalments being due on:- 

 25 March 

 24 June 

 29 September 

 25 December 

These need to be set up for each year individually 

 Type QTR for Frequency code 

 Type Quarter Days for Description 

 Select Setup for Type 

 Frequency is greyed out 

 Tab over No of periods 

 Type N for Status 

 Press Save 

 Press F7 to retrieve the rows  

 Double click on the QTR row and press Insert row 

 

 

 

 

 Type Q1 2006 for Description 

 Type 26/12/2005 for date from 

 Type 25/03/2006 for date to  

 Type 1 in Period  

 Continue for other periods and Save 
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Setting up number series, types, and cycles 

You set up number series, types, and cycles for subscriptions using the 
appropriate window in Fixed registers, for example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Display the Number types window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Fixed registers | 
Number types 

2. Confirm a number type SU has been set up for subscriptions 

3. Define a number type for a subscription SV: 
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 Type SV for the NT 

 Type Second subscription for the Description 

 Select Subscription for the TreatCode 

 Select Sales Orders for the Number series 

 Type N for the Status 

4. Save the data, then close the window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 9.1: Setting up frequency codes for subscriptions 

Exercise 9.2: Setting up number types for subscriptions 

Exercise 9.3: Entering new products 
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Entering a subscription 

You use the Subscriptions window to enter details of subscriptions. 

1. Display the Subscriptions window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Subscriptions | Enter 
new subscriptions 

 Select  SU posting cycle if prompted (only if there is more than 
one number type with a treatment code of 54 – Subscription) 

 

2. Enter the subscription information on the Subscr. tab: 

 Type 1004 for CustID – A no of fields are completed from the 
Customer master file 

Select TRAIN1 for both Responsible and Salesman 

Click the Advance button to bill in Advance 

Type G124 (Local Leisure Centre) for Costc  
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3. Enter the subscription details on the Details tab: 

 Type Leisure for Product 

 Type the start date e.g. 30/09/2006 in Invoiced field  

 Type the end date in Stops field, e.g. 31/03/2007 for a limited 
subscription or leave blank if the end date is not known e.g. a 
rental agreement 

 Type the Quantity in Number  

NOTE: The price has defaulted from the product  as £240  – to override 
this price type O in the PC column and change the price as appropriate e.g. 
£20 per month 

 Type MON in Frequency code 
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4. Enter the GL analysis: 

 GL analysis will be completed from the Product and front screen if 
a cost centre etc is selected otherwise the GL Analysis window will 
open. Double click will open the window manually 

 

 SA note Frequency code an product code not set up in the version 
I have access to so cannot add this screenshotSave the details 
then close the window. A subscription id is generated. 

NOTE: The pricing and frequency codes can be automated by attaching 
them as relations to the product.  

Attribute Comments 
FREQCODE Frequency code. All the frequency codes that are 

defined in the Frequency codes window are also 
automatically set up as attribute values of this attribute 

PRICEMET The attribute value for price method.( Column PC ) The 
following attribute values should be set up: 

 P Price based on the price 
register 

 O Overridden price. 
 T Stepped price. 
 G Base price. 
PRICTIME This attribute used if the number of days accrued in the 

period is to be taken into account upon calculation of 
the amount during settlement. The following values can 
be set up as 

 YES/NO:1,J,Y Indicates yes. 
 0,N Indicates no. 
PRICEPER This attribute indicates if the price is per year or invoice 

period. The following values can be set up as: 
 YES/NO:1,J,Y Indicates yearly price 
 0,N Indicates period price. 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 9.4: Entering a subscription 
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Processing subscriptions 

Two server processes exist to run processing of subscriptions. You use the 
UI01 or UI02 window to process subscriptions. 

1. Display the Subscriptions processing window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Subscriptions | 
Subscription processing | Test processing subscriptions 
or: 
Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Subscriptions | 
Subscription processing | Subscription processing 

UI02 Test processing subscriptions UI01 Subscription processing 

  

The only difference in these processes is that UI02 does not do any 
updating (the majority of the selection parameters are the same for 
both server processes). 

2. Enter the report parameters: 

 Enter 1004 for CustomerID from and to  
 
 Enter Sales Orders for the number type  
 
 Enter Direct Invoice 23 for the Order type sales order 
 
 Enter Subscription,customer for the Order type  
 
 Enter 01/10/2006 for the Invoice date 

3. Order the report. 
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The processing which is performed by these server processes is as follows: 

1. The server process determines which subscriptions are to be 
processed.  

Only subscriptions with (heading) status Active (N) are included. 
The parameters CustomerID from/to, SubscriptionNo from/to, 
Number type, Attribute and Attribute values will be used to limit 
the selection of subscriptions. If the process does not find any 
open subscriptions from the selection criteria it will stop with the 
message “No open subscription headers found ! - Report stops”, 
i.e. there is nothing to process. 

2. The server process finds the subscriptions details that are to be 
processed. 

Only details connected to the subscriptions that were found in the 
previous step, are relevant. The details must have status N 
(Active). The report parameters Frequency and Product are used 
to limit the selection of details. 

3. The server process uses the report parameters Year, Frequency 
code, Next invoice date to calculate the date interval each detail 
is to be processed for, as well as the processing period for the 
detail.  

Details where the frequency code is not the same, or the 
processing interval is zero, will not be included. If no detail lines 
meet these criteria then the server process will stop with the 
message “No open subscriptions found !”, i.e. there is nothing to 
process. 

4. Prices for details with price code P or G will be retrieved from the 
price register Details with price code T uses successive prices (or 
interval prices).  

The prices are retrieved from the price register. Values indicating 
if details are to be priced on time or not, together with if the 
price is a yearly price or a periodic price, are retrieved from the 
relation on the product. The total amount for each detail will be 
calculated. 

5. The total settlement will be calculated for subscriptions with 
amount limits for all details falling below the limit. Previously 
invoiced amounts for the limit, together with the limit amount, 
will be retrieved from the accumulator for the current period 
(year). The exemption amount will be calculated. 
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6. For those subscriptions that have exemption amount, the amount 
will be reduced by each detail that is included in the limit by the 
percentage the exemption constitutes.  

If the system parameter UI_FREE_ARTICLE is defined the process 
will keep the gross amounts and instead add a credit detail for 
the exemption. The product defined in the system parameter is 
therefore the starting point for the credit details. 

7. Text substitution of the description text for each detail is carried 
out. 

8. The processing will be entered in the batch input register for 
orders.  

A heading row will be entered for each subscription. In other 
words, one invoice will be generated at a later date per 
subscription. The report parameters Number type sales order, 
Responsible, Salesman and Order type sales order will be used as 
values for the order heading. A row will be entered in the batch 
input register for each processing detail. These will later become 
order rows on the sales order. 

9. The base registers will be updated. All details that are processed 
will be adjusted. The Invoiced to on the detail will be set to the 
last date something has been processed for, and the Next invoice 
date will be updated with the correct date. The accumulators for 
amount limits will be updated for such. If the limit is reached on 
a subscription, the lines that are included in the ceiling could be P 
(parked) or C (closed). This is controlled by the system variable 
UI_PARK_STATUS. 

10. A confirmation list is printed, for example:# 

 

After running the UI01 server process the next steps will depend on the 
order type chosen: 

• for Direct Invoice type (23) and for Invoiceable Sales Order Type 
(22) the system will automatically run an LG04 to create invoices  

• if the order type 23 Direct Invoice is selected in the UI01 run, 
then in addition to the LG04 the system will start the SO13 
invoice run using the transaction type specified in the 
VT_DIRECT_INVOICE system set up parameter, for example: 
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this will then be followed by a GL07 to post to the General Ledger, for 
example: 

 

These are seen in the maintenance of ordered reports: 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 9.5: Processing subscriptions 
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Performing enquiries on subscriptions 

You can perform enquiries on subscriptions to display information about 
the following: 

• subscription headers – to display overview information about 
subscriptions 

• subscription detail – to display information corresponding to the 
respective tabs on the subscription entry window. 

You perform enquiries using options in the Subscriptions branch of the 
ABW Sales Orders menu: 

 

1. Display the Subscriptions window to view subscription header 
information: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Subscriptions | 
Subscriptions 

 Press F7 
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2. Close the window. 

3. Perform a Subscription detail enquiry to display information 
corresponding to the tabs on the subscription entry window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Subscriptions | 
Subscription detail enquiries 

An Enquiry setup window is displayed to allow you to specify enquiry 
parameters: 

 

 Select OK to accept the default parameters and display details of 
subscription, for example: 

 

4. Close the window 
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Session 10 
Raising Credit Notes 
 

This session shows you how to generate credit notes when a change is 
required on an invoice. 

This session is divided into four demonstrations: 

• what is a credit note? 

• creating a credit note using a negative sales order 

• creating a credit note using a dispatch note 

• creating a credit note using credit note base option 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of what 
credit notes are and how to produce them. 

Key learning points 

Understanding credit notes. 

Understanding the methods available to generate credit notes. 
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Raising credit notes is part of the process flow through the Sales Orders 
module as follows. 
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What is a credit note? 

A credit note is notification of a refund against a sales invoice due to: 

• correction of errors in price etc 

• returns of faulty goods 

• sales adjustment. 

There are three methods that you can use to raise a credit note in ABW: 

• create a negative sales order for an existing product by changing 
the quantity, price or amount to a negative value 

• create a dispatch with a negative quantity on the original order. 
This will be treated as a return to stock and will automatically 
generate a credit note against the order. You can use the Zoom 
function to enter some text to describe the reason for return and 
that you may also enter a Reason code to reduce the value of the 
returned product. 

• Create a credit note using the credit note base option by 
selecting invoice or order number and entering the value of 
returned goods/services.    

NOTE:  

• to enter product quantities as negative values you must have the 
parameter LG_NEG_VALUES active. You can enter a negative 
Unit price and Net cur amount with or without activating the 
parameter. 

• if it is a requirement that the resulting credit note is matched to 
the original invoice within Accounts Receivable, you must 
complete the following additional steps: 

o switch on the System setup parameters AUTO_CREDIT 

o enter the original invoice number in the first of the 
free text fields in the sales order entry Setup tab. 

• It is also possible to raise credit notes using a ’credit note’ 
product that has been set up with a negative price. This is useful 
when the customer requires a price discount. 
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Creating a credit note using a negative sales order 

You can create a negative sales order for an existing product by changing 
the quantity, price, or amount to a negative value. 

1. Display the Sales order window. 

2. Create a sales order in the normal way, or copy the original 
order. 

3. Display the Details tab. 

4. Enter the quantity, price or amount as a negative value. You can 
also use a product for example called “CREDIT NOTE” which 
should be a non-stocked product without prices (this is not in this 
database). 

5. Perform an automatic invoice matching by entering the original 
invoice number in the first of the free text fields (labelled Trans 
Type) in the sales order entry Setup tab. 

6. Save the order. 

7. Run the sales invoicing process as normal. A ‘negative’ invoice, 
or credit note is produced. 

8. Perform an enquiry within Accounts Receivable and select the 
Tools | Paid option in the Open and historical items per customer 
window to check that the credit note is matched with the original 
sales invoice. 

Creating a credit note using a dispatch note 

You can create a dispatch note with a negative quantity on the original 
order. Note that you are not able to match the invoices in AR using this 
method. 

1. Display Goods dispatch entry window. 

2. Create a dispatch for an order with a negative quantity. This is 
treated as a return to stock and automatically generates a credit 
note against the order.   Note – to enable you to select your 
order number you will need to select “Order as base” in place of 
“Picking list as base”.   

You can also use the Zoom function to enter some text to 
describe the reason for return (select the View options option) or 
can enter a Reason code to reduce the value of the returned 
product. 

3. Run SO13 Invoicing to process the dispatch order. A credit note 
is printed. The inventory stock is increased and the original order 
quantity is adjusted accordingly. 
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Creating a credit note using Credit note base option 

Use the Credit note base option to locate your invoice/order number and 
enter the value of returned good/services.  

1. Display Credit note base screen – Agresso Logistics | Sales 
orders | Invoicing | Credit note base 

2. Select either InvoiceNo or OrderNo as the basis for credit note, 
enter your invoice/order number and click Load. 

3. Within the details part of the screen enter the number of units 
returned and save. 

4. On the Posting cycles screen that appears, select Dispatches.   A 
credit note number is allocated at this stage. 

5. Run SO13 Invoicing to process this credit note. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 10.1: Producing a credit note 
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Session 11 
Managing Product Pricing 
 

This session shows you how to set and maintain the pricing structure that 
applies to products and services. 

This session is divided into three demonstrations: 

• setting charges for cost incurred 

• amending sales prices and setting discounts 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how to 
change the prices of products. 

Key learning points 

Understanding the pricing structure used in Sales Orders. 

Understanding the process to amend product prices globally and 
individually. 

Understanding how discounts are created and applied. 

Understanding how product kits are set up and processed. 
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Managing product pricing is part of the process flow through the Sales 
Orders module as follows. 
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Setting charges for costs incurred 

ABW has the facility to invoice the customer for costs that you incur. These 
costs can be based on one or more product lines in an order, or based on 
the total order. The amounts invoiced can be a percentage of the base 
amounts, or be a fixed sum. 

You can associate these charges permanently with specific products so that 
the charge is automatically applied whenever the product is added to an 
order. 

Charges are calculated in the server process Invoicing (SO13). If there are 
sales discounts, the discounts are calculated before adding charges. 

You set charges using the Charges window. 
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1. Display the Charges window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Fixed registers | 
Charges 

 

2. Define a charge as follows: 

 Insert a new row 

 Type C for the Charge code 

 Type 3-hour delivery for the Description 

 Select Details for the Type 

 Select Amount for the Charge type 

 Type 30 for the Amount 

 Type 1015 in Account 

3. Define another charge code (A) for Minimum order value not 
reached, with Order for the Type and Amount of 10 to Account 
1015. 

4. Save the details and close window. 

5. Display products window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Product master file | 
Products 

6. Search for the WEBTOOL product. 

7. Display the Product (Charges) window: 

 Select Tools | Charges 

 Select the new charge to link to the product 
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 Save the details and close window 

8. Save the product details and close window. 

9. Create a standard sales order (Treat code 22) with the product 
WEBTOOL. Note that detail charge is picked up from the 
product master file (Zoom, Charges).  

10. Add an order charge to the order using Tools | Charges. Only 
charge codes that have been defined with a Type of ‘Order’ can 
be applied here (and appear in field help). Keep. 

11. Save order and close window. 

12. Display the account rule for the account selected. If the 
account rule requires a mandatory posting attribute and the 
rule does not have a default value the transaction will fail at 
batch input and you then need to manually maintain it in 
acrbatchinput table. 

13. Process the order using the SO13 Invoicing window. 

14. Display the report. Note the different charges that are now 
applied. 

15. Display the transactions in the General Ledger. Check the 
account selected for charges 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 11.1: Adding charges to an invoice 
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Amending sales prices and setting discounts 

You can amend pricing for a range of products using two sale price 
functions: 

• price adjustment – changes to the cost of a product across 
product groups 

• discount matrix – discounts applied to products based on volume 
orders or special discounts given to any combination of customer 
and product. 

You can also update sales prices for individual products from within the 
Products window using the Tools | Sales price option. 

 

Making price adjustments via the Products window 

You make price adjustments to individual products using the Products 
window. 

1. Display the Products window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Product master file | 
Products 

2. Search for the WEBTOOL product and display it. 

3. Display the Products (Sales price) window: 

 Select Tools | Sales price 

4. Adjust the price: 

 Insert a new row 

 Enter a value of £5 more than the current Sales price 

5. Save the changes and close windows. 
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Making price adjustments via the Price adjustment window 

You can make price adjustments to many products within a product group 
using the Price adjustment window. In addition to changing a price you can 
also use the window to add in new price rows. 

1. Display the Price adjustment window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales price | Price 
adjustment 

 

2. Select the SOFT product group from the Prd. grp drop-down list. 
All products in the group are displayed. 

3. Click on a product in the list. 

4. Adjust the price using either of the following options: 

• Tools | Round price – specify a rounding factor in the displayed 
window to apply to the current price 

• Tools | New price – specify a percentage increase/decrease in the 
displayed window to apply to the current price 

5. Save the changes and close window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 11.2: Making price adjustments 
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Setting discounts for products 

You can give special discounts to any combination of customer and 
product. These discounts can be applied at line or total order level. 

To set up discounts you use a sales discount matrix which is made up of 
two optional key elements: 

• customer discounts codes 

• product price group codes. 

These codes are assigned as follows: 

• discount codes are assigned to customer master records 

• price group codes are assigned to product master records. 

On a sales order, the customers and products used are matched to the 
discount matrix and the appropriate discounts used. Only one discount 
matrix line can be used at order level and one additional one at line level – 
the most specific match will apply if there is a choice. 

NOTE: Order discounts and line discounts can exist in the same sales order 
(although more usually it will be one or the other, not both). Where they are used 
together the order discount is applied to the total order value after the individual 
line discount has been deducted. 

The process of applying a discount is: 

1. A sales order is raised and assign a customer. The discount 
matrix is scanned for the existence of a record with a Disc.code, 
which matches the Discount code entered in the Invoice tab of 
the Customer window. 

2. When a match is found with a blank Price group and a valid date 
range, the relevant discount percentage is loaded automatically 
into the Discount box on the Order tab in Sales Orders window 
(though you can override this percentage). 

3. The discount is applied to any product entered on the order, 
which has its Order discount box checked in the Products 
window. Only products with this box checked will be included in 
the basis for calculating order discount. 

You set discounts using the Discount matrix window. 
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1. Check that attribute A21 Discount codes exists and if not create 
it. 

2. Add a new attribute value of DC1 (10% discount). 

3. Display the Discount matrix window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales price | Discount 
matrix 

 

4. Add a new discount code as follows: 

 Insert a new row 

 Type DC1 for the Discount code 

 Type PG1 for the Price group 

 Type 10 for the Discount percentage 

 Enter effective dates in date from and date to fields and a 
Description 

5. Save the details and close window. 

6. Set up the discount for use: 

• on the Customer window for customer 1002, select Invoice tab 
and enter the DC1 for Discount code field, Save and close window 

• on the Products window confirm that WEBTOOL has PG1 for the 
Price group. You can select the Order discount flag if whole order 
discounts are to be applied to this product. 

7. Confirm the discount can be used: 

• enter a sales order (Treat code 20) using customer 1002. 

• on the Details tab, select WEBTOOL and check that the Unit price 
and Net. curr. amt is not the same. 

• Generate a picking list 

• dispatch the order  (Stock: Warehouse SS, Location TO) 

8. Process the order using the SO13 Invoicing window. 
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9. Display the transactions in the General Ledger.  

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 11.3: Setting and applying discounts 
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Session 12 
Raising Consolidated Invoices 
 

This session shows you how to raise consolidated invoices. 

This session is divided into two demonstrations: 

• what is a consolidated invoice? 

• producing a consolidated invoice. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how 
consolidated invoices are produced. 

Key learning points 

Understanding what is a consolidated invoice. 

Understanding the process to generate a consolidated invoice. 
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Raising consolidated invoices is part of the process flow through the Sales 
Orders Module as follows: 
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What is a consolidated invoice? 

Sales order invoices generally fall into two groups: 

• Single invoices - each sales order generates a single sales 
invoice, which updates the Accounts Receivable ledger as an 
open item debt 

• Consolidated invoices - certain customers may be associated with 
a specific consolidation 'rule'.  

When consolidated invoices are raised for customers you can process all 
sales orders for these customers together, and generate a consolidated 
invoice. This invoice includes summary totals for all the individual invoices 
processed in this run. 

Although the Accounts Receivable ledger is updated with the individual 
invoices making up the consolidation, the consolidated invoice number is 
applied to each 'individual' invoice and can therefore provide a cross-
reference when the customer pays the invoice. 
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To set up consolidated invoicing you must complete three steps: 

1. Define a relation between attribute CUST.ID and INVRULE in 
Agresso Common | Attributes and relations | Relations | 
Relations 

 

Note – do not confuse INVRULE with INV.RULE which is used in the 
Project module. 

2. Create the following invoice rules in Agresso Logistics | Sales 
orders | Fixed registers | Invoicing rules 

 

3. Update the related value on the Relation tab of the Customer 
screen.   For example set customer 1000 to have a relational 
value of 14DAYS for INVRULE. 

 

NOTE:  

• when an order is created for a customer with an invoicing rule 
the Cons check box on the Invoice tab will be ticked – untick this 
to remove it from consolidation 

• click on the Run Cons. invoicing check box in the SO13 invoicing 
process. 
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Producing a consolidated invoice 

To produce a consolidated invoice: 

1. Display the details for customer 1000 and note the relation value 
INVRULE = 14DAYS. 

2. Enter at least two sales orders (treat code 22) for customer 1000 
using the COURSE1 product. Note that the Cons.Inv flag in the 
Invoice tab is automatically selected. 

3. Display the SO13 Invoicing window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Invoicing | Invoicing 

 

The Sales orders that have been flagged for consolidation will only 
be invoiced if: 

• tick the Run cons. invoicing parameter.  

• Select a value for TransNo cons. Invoice parameter 

• the sales orders satisfy the criteria set by the consolidation 
Invoice rule being processed on this invoicing run. 

All selection parameters are ignored in consolidated invoicing. 

4. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 
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5. Display the invoice printout. Both the consolidated and individual 
invoices are includes in this report. 

 

The individual invoice details are passed to Accounts Receivable 
and each invoice has the consolidated invoice reference in the 
text field allowing easy matching of customer payments where 
the customer quotes this reference. 

6. Display the invoice in Accounts Receivable and display your 
transactions noting the consolidated invoice number in the Text 
field. 

 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 12.1: Producing consolidated invoices 
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Session 13 
Raising Sales Offers 
 

This session shows you how to raise a printed sales offer that you can send 
to a customer to that provide them with details of products that you want 
to offer. It consists of these demonstrations 

• creating a sales offer 

• raising a sales order for a sales offer. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how to 
create a sales offer in ABW, and then how to create a sales order from an 
offer. 

Key learning points 

Understanding sales offers. 

Understanding the process of creating a sales offer. 

Understanding how to create a sales order from a sales offer. 
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Raising sales offers is part of the process flow through the Sales Orders 
module as follows: 
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Creating a sales offer 

ABW enables you to produce a printed sales offer that you can send to 
customers that provides details of products that you want to offer them – 
perhaps at reduced prices or with additional discounts. 

A sales offer can be copied to a sales order if a customer decides to buy 
the product. 

To raise a sales offer you typically use the following ABW windows: 

• Sales offer – to produce a sales offer 

• Offer printout – to print a sales offer 

• Offer enquiries – to view currently processed offers. 
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The process of raising a sales offer in the Sales Orders module is as 
follows: 

 

 

You raise a sales offer using the Sales Offers window. This window has five 
tabs that you use to enter offer details: 

• General – to view, set up, and maintain the details of an offer 

• Terms – to set up the terms for an offer 

• Recip. – to specify the companies that will receive an offer 

• Notes - to view and add notes for an offer. 

• Details – to specify the items in the offer. 

1. Display the Sales Offers window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Offers | 
Entry/Amendment of offer 

 

 

Note that the currency defaults to the sales order currency type 
(SO_CURR_TYPE) and that only 1 and 2 GL attributes 
(SO_ATT_ID_1 and 2) apply for offers. 

Sales offer tabs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Details for the 
selected tab 
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2. Enter a new offer using the fields on the General tab: 

 Type TRAIN1 for the Accountable person 

 Select Offer for the Order type (Treat code 40) 

 Type the offer end date in the Reply date 

3. Click on the Terms tab to enter the offer terms where they differ 
from the standard terms. 

4. Click on the Recip. tab to enter the recipient details for the offer: 

 Type 1000 for the CustID 

 Type 1001 for the CustID 

Note the following status codes: 

• N – the offer has not been printed 

• P – the offer has been parked and will not be included in printout 

• O – the offer has been printed. 

To reprint an offer you first manually change the status back to N 
(Received reply from customer). 

5. Click on the Notes tab to enter an offer note: 

 Type “Special offer to clear excess stocks of printers” for a 
description 

6. Click on the Details tab to enter the product details for the offer: 

 Type PRINTER for the product 

 Press Tab. The product details are displayed 

 Type 10 for the Number 

 Type 150 for the Unit price 

7. Save the offer and close the window. 

Note – If save doesn’t work the first time (no offer number generated), tab 
through all the fields on the screen it displays and save again.   
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8. Display the Offer printout window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Offers | Offer printout 

 

 A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the 
invoice required. 

9. Enter the parameters. 

10. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

11. Display the report. Note the following: 

• a text variant parameter can be used 

• the basic report does not pick up tax – figures are quoted net of 
tax. 

12. Display the Offer enquiries window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Offers | Offer enquiries 

 

NOTE: Purchase order enquiries are displayed as well as offers. You 
can just display offer by entering 40 as the order type when making 
the enquiry. 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 13.1: Creating a sales offer 
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Raising a sales order from a sales offer 

When a customer responds positively to a sales offer by placing an order 
you can register the order using the standard Sales order window. 

A sales offer can be copied to a sales order if a customer decides to buy 
the product. 

The process of raising a sales order from a sales offer in the Sales Order 
module is as follows: 
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You raise a sales order using the Sales Orders window. This window has 
five tabs that you use to enter order details. The details of these tabs were 
explained in Session 5. 

1. Display the Sales Orders window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | 
Entry/Amendment of sales order 

2. Enter a new order using the fields: 

 Type 1001 for the CustID. 

 Select TRAIN1 for the Responsible person 

 Select TRAIN1 for the Salesman 

 Note - these will be completed automatically if the user 
ResID is linked to a sales role. 

 Select Standard sales order for the treatment (Treat code 20) 

 Select EIT for the Costc 

 Confirm or change the delivery date displayed for the Date field 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Click on the Invoice tab to display the invoice details for the sales 
order. The details here are completed automatically from the 
customer information but can be changed as required. 

4. Display the Copy window: 
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 Select Tools | Copy 

 

5. Select the offer that you want and close the window. The product 
details are displayed in the Details tab. 

6. Drill down on the details line copied in from the sales offer and 
check the details on the Analysis tab.   Note – depending on the 
product selected, you may have to select Project in order to auto 
populate costc. 

7. Save the sales order. 

The process continues with the Picking Shipping and invoicing steps as 
previously described 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 13.2: Creating a sales order from an offer 
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Session 14 
Amending Sales Orders 
 

This session shows you how you can amend or cancel a sales order, and 
how you can print confirmation of each order if required. It consists of 
these demonstrations: 

• amending sales orders 

• cancelling sales orders 

• printing sales order confirmations 

• viewing saved sales orders 

• viewing reserving stock 

• viewing outstanding orders 

• viewing incomplete orders. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how to 
amend and cancel a sales order in ABW. 

Key learning points 

Understanding the processes for amending a sales order. 

Understanding the process of cancelling a sales order. 

Understanding how to print sales order confirmations. 

Understanding how to enquire on sales orders to display details of 
sales orders that you have saved, outstanding orders, and 
incomplete orders. 

Understanding how to reserve stock. 
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Amending sales orders is part of the process flow through the Sales Orders 
module as follows: 
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Amending sales orders 

You can amend the details of a sales order providing SO13 (invoice 
generation) has NOT been run.   Once the invoice has been produced (and 
entries created in AR & GL) you cannot make any changes and will have to 
enter a new sales order. 

1. Display the Sales Orders window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | 
Entry/Amendment of sales order 

 

2. Select an existing sales order which has a status of N (un-
invoiced) 

3. Select the Details tab and increase the number of units by 5. 

 
4. Save 
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Cancelling sales orders  

You can cancel a sales order providing SO13 (invoice generation) has NOT 
been run.   Once the invoice has been produced (and entries created in AR 
& GL) you cannot make any changes and will have to enter a credit note. 

The method of cancelling a sales order is to change the status of all the 
detail lines to “T” (terminated) 

1. Display the Sales Orders window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | 
Entry/Amendment of sales order 

 

2. Select an existing sales order which has a status of N (un-
invoiced) 

3. Select the Details tab and set the status from N to T on all lines. 
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Upon tabbing out from the Status field a message box will open detailing 
the Deliveries and posted items. You can accept this by clicking once on 
the Yes button. 

 

4. Save Note that the status on the Order tab is changed to 
Terminated 

 

5. Having saved the Sales order not ethat the status on the Order 
Tab has changed to Terminated and that the Notes Tab entry has 
a date and user id stamped against it. 
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Notes: 

• If a picking list has already been printed for the order you 
must first delete the stock reservation before changing the 
order status to T. 

• When the SO13 (invoice generation) is run, this transaction 
will not be included.  

• You can also change this status from the Sale Orders (zoom) 
window: 

 

 

Others Ways to Cancel or Amend a Sales Orders 

You can also cancel or amend a Sales Order using the Sales Order 
Amendments Screen.  

1. This can be found at: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | Order 
confirmation | Sales order amendments 

2. Select your Order Type and the Order number from the drop 
down, or type these in if known and then tab down to the search 
bar and press F7 for search.The lines of the order will be 
displayed. You can now select a line and use the Close button off 
the Tolls menu to close a line: 
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3. You can additionally use this screen to amend the Quantity 
Ordered, The Unit Price or the Delivery Date. 

Finally you can cancel or amend an order using the Order 
confirmation/amendment screen. 

1. This can be found at: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | Order 
confirmation | Order confirmation/amendment 

 

2. You will input your order number or search using standard search 
functionality 

 

You can amend the detail on each line or confirm or amend the 
status of each line using the buttons at the bottom of the screen.
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Printing sales order confirmations 

You can print sales order confirmation using the SO02 Print order 
confirmation window. 

NOTE: When you print confirmation for a kitted product you can choose to show 
the components of which they are composed. 

The header and footer text defined in the Setup tab of Entry/Amendment 
of sales order is printed on the confirmation. 

1. Display the SO02 Print order confirmation window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | Order 
confirmation | Print order confirmation 

 

 A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the order 
required. 

2. Enter the parameters. 

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

4. Display the report. 
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Viewing saved sales orders 

You can view the details of saved sales order using the Sales order details 
window. 

You can then use the zoom function to view more detailed transaction and 
product information about a particular line on a sales order. 

1. Display the Sales order details window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | Sales 
order follow up | Sales order details 

  The Enquiry setup window is displayed. 

2. Enter enquiry details and click OK. Sales orders that match the 
criteria entered are displayed: 

 

3. Use Tools |Order to display the detailed order from a specific line 

4. Close the window. 
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Viewing reserved stock 

You can view the details of stock that has been reserved using the Stock 
reservation window. 

Stock is reserved when the picking list (SO03) process is run for a sales 
order. Note that the picking list process only reserves as much stock as 
there is available even if the order is for a higher quantity. 

To cancel stock reservation, you should flag the Delete column of the order 
line. 

1. Display the Stock reservation window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | Sales 
order follow up | Stock reservation 

 

 

 All stock currently reserved is displayed. 

2. Close the window. 
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Viewing outstanding orders 

You can print a report that provides a GL analysis of sales orders, with a 
calculated percentage of the order values that are not yet invoiced (based 
on the ordered amount minus invoiced amount for each account and 
transaction attribute). You print the report using the SO10 Outstanding 
orders window. 

1. Display the SO10 Outstanding orders window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | Sales 
order follow up | Outstanding orders 

 

 A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the 
outstanding orders. 

2. Enter the parameters. 

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

4. Display the report. 
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Viewing incomplete orders 

You can run an enquiry that provides an overview of orders that are partly 
invoiced, due to be paid, or both.  

1. Display the Incomplete orders window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | Sales 
order follow up | Incomplete orders 

 

2. Use the Setup tab to configure your enquiry (add/remove 
columns etc) and the SearchC tab to filter your enquiry. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 14.1: Amending sales orders 
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Session 15 
Raising Back to Back 
Purchase Orders 
 

This session shows you how to raise a back to back purchase order, a 
purchase requisition that can be triggered automatically when you create a 
sales order. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how to 
raise back to back purchase orders in ABW. 

Key learning points 

Understanding back to back purchase orders. 

Understanding how to create a back to back purchase order. 
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Raising back to back purchase orders is part of the process flow through 
the Sales Orders module as follows: 
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When you create a sales order you can have a purchase requisition 
triggered automatically for some or all of the goods in the sales order – a 
process known as ‘back-to-back’. This is done to ensure that the products 
that are selling are available. In purchasing, the requisition is followed 
through the process of purchase order, goods receipt and so on. 

Both non-stocked (service) and stocked products can have the BB Order 
flag selected in a sales order which will generate a purchase requisition for 
the full quantity of product sold. 

For stocked products only, if the parameter OUT_OF_STOCK_CHK (in 
System setup parameters – sales) is active, a check can be made on the 
stock level for a product when the sales order is entered. Where there is 
insufficient stock, a message is displayed ‘Stock value too small. Back 
order flag will be set’ and a purchase requisition is raised for the shortfall 
quantity. 

For non-stocked items you need to set BB-flag on an order, if not, no BB is 
created. 
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1. Display the Sales orders window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | 
Entry/Amendment of sales order 

2. Create an order for 50 WEBTOOLs (Standard Sales Order - Treat 
code 20). On the Order tab select the BB Order check box. 

 

3. Save the order. 

4. Use the Purchasing module and check how the requisition is 
progressed (select Purchasing | Stock orders | Stock order 
maintenance) 

 

5. Confirmation of the stock order is done through PO18 Stock order 
Confirmation (or PO18 Requisition Transfer Confirmation) in 
Purchasing. 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 15.1: Raising a back to back purchase order 
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Session 16 
Raising Mass Sales Orders 
 

This session shows you how to raise mass sales orders.   This is a process 
that allows creation of one sales order to multiple customers. 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of how to 
raise mass sales orders. 

Key learning points 

Understanding mass sales orders. 

Understanding how to create mass sales orders. 
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Raising back to back purchase orders is part of the process flow through 
the Sales Orders module as follows: 
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Mass Sales Order Setup 

Before you use Mass Sales Orders you must first set up the following: 

• Transaction numbering – to enable the system to allocate 
transaction numbers when generating mass sales orders: 

 Number Series 

 Number Types 

 Number Cycles 
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Setting up number series 

1. Display the Number series window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Fixed registers | 
Number series 

 

 

 To view existing records press F7 or click the binoculars icon 

 You use this window to specify the range of reference numbers for 
use with purchase and sales orders, goods receipt, stock 
movements etc. 

2. If not set up, define a number series as follows: 

 Type MS for the Number series 

 Select Automatic for AssignM 

 Type Mass Sales Orders for the Description 

Type 36000 for Number from 

 Type 36999 for Number to 

3. Save the details. 

4. Close the window. 

Fields for Number series details 
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Setting up number types 

1. Display the Number types window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Fixed registers | 
Number types 

 

 

 To view existing records press F7 or click the binoculars icon 

 You use this window to specify the number types. These identify 
classes of transactions and must be linked to number series. 

2. If not set up, define a number type as follows: 

 Type MS for NT 

 Type Mass Sales Orders for the Description 

 Select Mass Sales Orders for the TreatCode 

 Select Mass Sales Orders for the Number series 

 Type N for the Status 

3. Save the details. 

4. Close the window. 

 

Fields for Number type code and 
description 

Fields for Number type treat code and linked 
number series 
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Setting up number cycles 

1. Display the Number cycles window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Fixed registers | 
Number cycles 

 

To view existing records press F7 or click the binoculars icon 

 You use this window to specify the periods for use in purchasing 
and sales. 

2. If not set up, define a number type as follows: 

 Select Mass Sales Orders for the Number series 

 Type 0 for the Year 

 Type N for the Status 

3. Save the details. 

4. Close the window. 

 

Number series code Fields for Number cycle details 
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Entering a mass sales order 

You enter a mass sales order using the Mass Sales Orders window. 

1. Display the Mass Sales order window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | Mass 
sales orders | Entry/Amendment of mass sales order 

 

2. Enter a new order using the fields: 

 Select Susan Jones for the Responsible person 

 Select Susan Jones for the Salesman 

 Select Invoiceable 22 for the Order type (Treat code 22) 

 Select CBHI (Bristol Highways) for the Cost centre (cc) and 20001 
(Training Project) for the Project 

 Confirm or change the delivery date. 

3. Click on the Customer tab to display the customer selection 
screen.   Enter you search criteria of: 

o Operator = between 

o Value = 1;zzzzzz 

o and click Find Customers button. 
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4. Confirm that the Selected customers list includes all customers 
you want to create the sales order for and use the tickbox to 
select them.  

5. Click on the Order lines tab and press the Add button and then 
enter the product details for the sales order: 

 

 Type WEBTOOLS in Product 

 Type  MySQL Tools for the Description 

 Type 5 for the Number 

 Type 100 for the Unit price 

 Open the GL Analysis section and Type 20001-1 for the workorder 

6. Save the mass order. 
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Processing a mass sales order 

You process a mass sales order using the Mass sales order processing 
window.   This will generate the required number of sales orders (one for 
each customer selected) 

1. Display the Mass sales order processing window: 

 Select AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Sales orders | Mass 
sales orders | mass sales order processing 

 

 A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the mass 
sales orders required. 

2. Enter the parameters. 

NOTE: The parameters can be saved as a variant to make the process 
simpler. 

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

This will generate 2 processes in the Maintenance of ordered reports (SO15 
& LG04) that will generate sales orders.   Once complete, run a sales order 
enquiry to locate the transactions created (Agresso Logistics | Sales Orders 
| Enquiries | Sales order enquiries). 

Generation of invoices from this point onwards is the same as previously 
described in this manual. 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 16.1: Setting up number series, types & cycles for use with mass 
sales orders 

Exercise 16.2: Raising a mass sales order 
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Session 17 
Introduction to Workflow 
This session provides an introduction to workflow. 

 

By the end of this session you should have a firm understanding of where 
workflow can be used in the Sales Order process and the set up required 
before workflow can be defined. 

 

Key learning points 

Understanding of where workflow could be used in the Sales order 
and Invoice process. 

Understanding what set up is required before setting up workflow. 
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Introducing workflow 

Sales Order requests may be delegated to non Finance staff and may need 
checking, for correct coding for example, and approval before the invoice is 
printed out and sent to an external customer. Much of this flow of work can 
be automated using workflow.  

 

Important: Just because you can apply workflow throughout the process 
does not mean you must do so; the models and rules will require 
maintenance. 

 

Process modelling 

In the example in the next session, we will apply a simple workflow 
scenario to the production of a Sales Order. This example will hopefully 
provide insight and guidance in the construction of other processes, by 
reviewing the types of functionality available.  

 

Preparing for workflow 

If approval is required within Sales Order Processing, Workflow must be set 
up. Before workflow can be defined with ABW it is necessary to ensure the 
following steps have been done: 

1. Users/Roles in workflow have correct access  

2. Attributes to be used in workflow have the correct access 

3. Element Types have correct options selected 

4. Distribution rules have been defined, if required. 

5. Other items may be required, depending on the scenario 
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Setting up workflow 

Approval scenario 

Typically, a sales order is entered and then distributed to one or more 
persons for approval/rejection prior to releasing the order for printing. In 
the following, simple scenario: 

• Route a sales order to the entrant’s superior for approval. The 
superior is the resource related to the entrant. 

o The superior is allowed to approve, park or reject the Order. 

 If rejected, the requisition is rolled back to the 
workflow initiator and requisition entry 

 Use a dummy rule to route the rollback 

o The superior is allowed to change data on the requisition. If 
changes are made, no new distribution is necessary. 

o The superior is the only authoriser in this step. 

• The Order is then sent to a VAT officer who must approve the VAT 
code prior to printing.  

o This authoriser may either approve, park or reject the 
requisition. 

 If rejected, the Order is rolled back to the last owner 
of task (in this case, the authoriser above) . 

 Use a dummy rule to route the rollback. 
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Preparing for workflow 

1. Users/Roles in workflow have correct access  

For our scenario, 4 users are required: 

• TRAIN1 (Susan Jones) – to enter sales Orders ( RESNO 
1001) 

• TRAIN2 (Joanne Marley) – Supervisor to TRAIN1 (User 
TRAIN2 & RESNO 1002) 

• SYSTEM (Trainee) – VAT Officer (User SYSTEM & RESNO 
1000 – names Andrew Markham) 

• TRAIN3 (Steven Edwards) – Supervisor to System (User 
SYSTEM & RESNO 1003) 

The correct supervisor is picked up via the relation of RESNO to RESNO 

 

Appropriate relations can be viewed in the Resource Master File in PCB or 
Human Resources 
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2. Element Types have correct options selected.  Element types are 
the building blocks within workflow.  They are preset by the 
system.  They will define ABW tables used and how individual 
columns from those tables may be used within workflow. 

 Select System Administration | System Setup | Element Types 

 

The above window shows the element type used when creating workflow 
for Sales orders.  This window shows the tables involved within the 
process.  The Treatment if no rule at the top of the window records what 
will happen to the requisition if no distribution rule has been found for the 
particular data being processed. 

Properties may be attached to columns from those tables. 

 Select Tools | Element type details 

Useful properties include: 

• Rules/OR split should be ticked if the column is to be used when 
defining distribution rules.  This is useful if a requisition needs to 
be distributed to a certain user based on the product being 
ordered. 

• Task List will determine which values will be shown in the task 
list and also the order in which they will appear. 

• E-mail determines which columns are to be used when defining 
the email template. 

3. Distribution rules have been defined, if required.  Rules are used 
to define the distribution of requirements for approval. The 
distribution is based on the attribute(s) specified in the structure. 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Workflow | Distribution rules 

We require 3 rules: 

1. To find the appropriate supervisor, for approval of sales order 
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2. To find the appropriate VAT Officer, for approval 

 

3. A ‘dummy’ rule where the system requires us to put one into the 
Workflow process, but it is not needed for our scenario 
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Other items may be required, depending on the scenario.  User defined 
actions may be required, in addition to the standard ones such as Reject, 
Approve, Park. We require one for ‘Task Complete’ for  our scenario 

 Select System Administration | System setup | Workflow | User 
defined actions 

 

 

Reviewing Workflow Process 

1. Display the Process definition window and display the Process Sales 
order approval: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Workflow | Process definition  

 

The Workflow Process consists of a diagram representing the scenario. The 
details are contained in the right hand side of the screen, against each step 
of the diagram. 
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This is what happens at each step. 

1. The Order is sent to the requesters’ supervisor who can Approve, 
Reject or Park the Order.  If the order is rejected the Requester 
is notified but the Order goes no further in the process. 

2. If the Order is approved by the supervisor then it is sent to a VAT 
Officer for final checking.  If is approved then the workflow will 
have been finished and the Order will then be available for the 
next stage of the process, which is normally printing of the Order 
confirmation or the Sales Invoice.  If it is rejected then the Order 
is sent back to the Requester. 
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Raising/approving/enquiring upon Sales Orders using 
workflow 

Raising Sales Orders is no different when using workflow. 

1. Set the Sales Order Workflow to Active.  By first creating a new 
version of the workflow. Then setting the status to Active.  And 
finally Committing the version where must enter a description of 
the change you have made. The following screen prints show the 
process:  
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2. Log in as t1 (TRAIN1 Susan Jones) and enter a Sales Order  

3. Use Customer 1000, COSTC CBHI, Project 20001, workorder 
20001-1 Product WEBTOOLS  

4. View items in AGRESSO Logistics | Sales Orders | Enquiries | 
Workflow Enquiry – Sales orders 

The map shows the initial approval task was self approved. 

 

5. Log in to Self Service as system (who is trainee – VAT Checker): 
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The workflow tasks are displayed. Click on one task to open the Approval 
screen to Approve, Park or Reject the Sales Order.  

 

1. Once the Order has been approved, it will become a historical 
item in the Workflow enquiry screen : 

 

2. The Order is available now to print the order confirmation or 
Sales Invoice. 
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Course Review 
 

This section reviews the main elements of the course and its objectives 
course and the key learning points from each session. 

 

Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course are to help you: 

• understand the basic structure of the ABW Sales Orders and its 
interaction with other components of Agresso Business World 

• understand the structure of the product file and how to set up 
new products 

• understand the structure of the customer file and how to set up 
new customers 

• understand how to process basic sales invoices 

• understand how to process credit notes against sales orders 
raised 

and optionally: 

• understand how to process sales of stocked products 

• understand how to process consolidated invoices 

• understand how to process periodic or subscription invoices 

• understand the pricing structure and how it applies to products. 
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Key learning points 

Remind yourself of the key learning points for each session. 

 

Session 2 – Setting up sales order entry 

• Understanding what logistics fixed registers are required to 
enable the Sales Orders module to work. 

• Understanding the sales order fixed registers are required to 
enable the Sales Orders module to work. 

 

Session 3 – Setting up customers 

• Understanding the information needed about a customer. 

• Understanding the relationships between different system 
information. 

 

Session 4 – Setting up products 

• Understanding the structure of the Product Master File. 

• Understanding the information recorded for a product. 

• Understanding the links and relationships between different 
product information. 

 

Session 5 – Raising basic service invoices 

• Understanding the sales process for services (non-stocked 
items). 

• Understanding the process of generating sales invoices. 

 

Session 6 – Raising product invoices 

• Understanding the sales process for products. 

• Understanding the process of goods dispatch. 

• Understanding the process of generating sales invoices. 
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Session 7 – Raising a self service sales orders 

• Understanding the process of generating sales invoices on Self 
Service. 

 

Session 8 – Raising Free Text Sales Orders 

• Understanding and using Free Text Orders. 

 

Session 9 – Raising subscriptions 

• Understanding what is a subscription. 

• Understanding the fixed registers that must be set up before you 
can enter subscriptions in ABW. 

• Understanding the process to enter and process a subscription. 
 

Session 10 – Raising credit notes 

• Understanding credit notes. 

• Understanding the methods available to generate credit notes. 

 

Session 11 – Managing product pricing 

• Understanding the pricing structure used in Sales Orders. 

• Understanding the process to amend product prices globally and 
individually. 

• Understanding how discounts are created and applied. 

• Understanding how product kits are set up and processed. 

 

Session 12 – Raising consolidated invoices 

• Understanding what is a consolidated invoice. 

• Understanding the process to generate a consolidated invoice. 
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Session 13 – Raising sales offers 

• Understanding sales offers. 

• Understanding the process of creating a sales offer. 

• Understanding how to create a sales order from a sales offer. 

 

Session 14 – Amending sales orders 

• Understanding the processes for amending a sales order. 

• Understanding the process of cancelling a sales order. 

• Understanding how to print sales order confirmations. 

• Understanding how to enquire on sales orders to display details 
of sales orders that you have saved, outstanding orders, and 
incomplete orders. 

• Understanding how to reserve stock. 

 

Session 15 – Raising back to back purchase orders 

• Understanding back to back purchase orders. 

• Understanding how to create a back to back purchase order. 

 

Session 16 – Raising mass sales orders 

• Understanding mass sales orders. 

• Understanding how to create a mass sales order. 

 

Session 17 – Introduction to Workflow 

• Understanding of where workflow could be used in the Sales 
order and Invoice process. 

• Understanding what set up is required before setting up 
workflow. 

Course evaluation form 

Don’t forget to complete the form and hand it to your trainer. 
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